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What is the best prespray for carpet cleaning

Best carpet pre spray I’ve moved from prochem traffic to impact suitable for wool and nylon I’d like to know others peoples views and what they use Reactions: admin ••• Steve, this may not be what you're looking for but your question has been asked and answered dozens of times and all those threads are found by clicking on the magnifier icon in
the upper right corner. Or just hold your mouse pointer over it and the word search comes up. That's the one. Once the window comes up type in anything you want to know more about like prespray or pet odors and you'll get tons of information. With that said if you have a question about a specific prespray the guys that use it will chime in and
answer you. Reactions: AussieCarpetBloke ••• we can list presprays all night - like others have said we have spent time on this before. I can tell you this from experience - its not the prespray that matters, its the CRB. You can use ANY prespray and pile lift it with a Brush Pro, rinse with softened water and get excellent results. Reactions: Scott W and
alexus ••• unless you have some sort of Silver, Gold, Platinum package I don't understand why anyone would clean without a CRB In fact I know a cleaner that has a Vortex that uses a CRB - what does that say? Page 2 1ST CHOICE CLEANING said: I am willing to bet $1k that more guys clean without a CRB than do. Your statement is like saying "I
dont understand why anyone would clean without a TM". Think about it for a minute, with all the equipment, tools, chems and systems out there of course not everyone is going to do things the same way. I realize that, its one of the reasons that keep the good cleaners in business. Our customers are buying a service and hiring one cleaner is going to
get a completely different result than hiring another cleaner. I was just trying to make a point. Oh, and that $1000 bet, Id be on your side as I know theres only a handful of cleaners that use a CRB, let alone on each and every job. Reactions: Common janitor ••• we can list presprays all night - like others have said we have spent time on this before. I
can tell you this from experience - its not the prespray that matters, its the CRB. You can use ANY prespray and pile lift it with a Brush Pro, rinse with softened water and get excellent results. Thats not 100% correct. When I did my test of Top 50 presprays, not one, not even one pre spray was able to suspend oil on polyester regardless of brush pro or
rotary. Only the chemical caused suspension. Then anything practically took it off. Hence the reason I made a "polyester" pre spray. I realize that, its one of the reasons that keep the good cleaners in business. Our customers are buying a service and hiring one cleaner is going to get a completely different result than hiring another cleaner. I was just
trying to make a point. Oh, and that $1000 bet, Id be on your side as I know theres only a handful of cleaners that use a CRB, let alone on each and every job. A crb isn't needed for every job. It's just another tool to have in your arsenal. Use when needed. Reactions: rob allen and Common janitor ••• I've been using TMF products and loving them!
Picked up a sample pack and am now planning to buy a few containers of RSF, Pure O2 and Grout Master. The ladies in my family are beating me up about cleaning for the holidays so I'll get to try mine soon !! I've read everything available on TMF about them and watched Rob's videos so I'm ready to go . We all have " favorite " chems but most I use
are liquid . Glad to hear these powders are working good for you . OP should get that sample pack ASAP !! Very well thought out TMF !! Covers it ALL !! All the Best, Ed The ladies in my family are beating me up about cleaning for the holidays so I'll get to try mine soon !! I've read everything available on TMF about them and watched Rob's videos so
I'm ready to go . We all have " favorite " chems but most I use are liquid . Glad to hear these powders are working good for you . OP should get that sample pack ASAP !! Very well thought out TMF !! Covers it ALL !! All the Best, Ed I wish more things came as powders. More economical and they don't freeze which saves me a lot of time and money in
the winter. we can list presprays all night - like others have said we have spent time on this before. I can tell you this from experience - its not the prespray that matters, its the CRB. You can use ANY prespray and pile lift it with a Brush Pro, rinse with softened water and get excellent results. I've heard or read this a couple times. Not sure I quite
swallow it. I'd have to see at least several instances that offer some kind of proof. I don't own a crb just so you know that. If what you said is actually true a person could buy the mildest, near neutral, and safe for all fibers, prespray and never buy anything else if they wanted. This would cover anything from cleaning anything from light soils, wool area
rugs, etc., on up to stuff that should be ripped up and burned. One thing I do know is that all presprays definitely DO NOT perform the same, even with agitation before cleaning, good heat, etc. In fact, I've had a few over the years that did not perform on virtually anything. I've never once used a crb in my life, but I just can't believe they're THAT
good! unless you have some sort of Silver, Gold, Platinum package I don't understand why anyone would clean without a CRB In fact I know a cleaner that has a Vortex that uses a CRB - what does that say? Clean without “pre-agitation” is what you should have said. Others use other methods of agitation. I realize that, its one of the reasons that keep
the good cleaners in business. Our customers are buying a service and hiring one cleaner is going to get a completely different result than hiring another cleaner. I was just trying to make a point. Oh, and that $1000 bet, Id be on your side as I know theres only a handful of cleaners that use a CRB, let alone on each and every job. I have never bought
a crb because it looks slower than the 175,, I can scrub fast as fock with a 175... You have to learn the chems ! they are all different ! Reactions: rob allen ••• The ladies in my family are beating me up about cleaning for the holidays so I'll get to try mine soon !! I've read everything available on TMF about them and watched Rob's videos so I'm ready
to go . We all have " favorite " chems but most I use are liquid . Glad to hear these powders are working good for you . OP should get that sample pack ASAP !! Very well thought out TMF !! Covers it ALL !! All the Best, Ed Ed I was a liquids guy forever,, but the powders are so damned good now, I only use the liquids on the carpets I save from the
dumpster! I am sure a lot of people will not agree with me but I believe robs powders are right up there with the best of the best chems on the market. GM and Secret formula to me are the best chems in their respective target fields. Reactions: Common janitor ••• Yes Sir with all the brush options, pad options,,, I cant see what beats it... So true on
carpet. But I will admit CRB is king on tile and grout pre scrub with the blue brush. Reactions: Allied ••• Clean without “pre-agitation” is what you should have said. Others use other methods of agitation. yah, your right. didn't mean to get the thread off track - just wanted to make a point. Guess more people want to debate rather than being open to
suggestions. Will choose my words better next time. I wish more things came as powders. More economical and they don't freeze which saves me a lot of time and money in the winter. Amen !! Ed I was a liquids guy forever,, but the powders are so damned good now, I only use the liquids on the carpets I save from the dumpster! I am sure a lot of
people will not agree with me but I believe robs powders are right up there with the best of the best chems on the market. GM and Secret formula to me are the best chems in their respective target fields. Thanks Jeff . Glad to hear you and Robert are having success with these powders . Used powders in the past and while " good " they just never
were GREAT . Rob has put a lot into his products with testing and making them better and better so I have high hopes !! All the Best, Ed Reactions: alexus ••• I love powdered formulas! Unfortunately, powders work for pre-sprays, rinses, defoamers and oxygenated pet formulas. The rest of the formula types like encapsulants, protectors, ready to use
spotters, fragrances, specialty cleaners, etc. can not be made in powdered form. About 10% of our formulas are made in powders and 90% are made in liquids. Flex Powder and Bio Break lead our company in sales so the percent of our sales would be much higher for powders than 10%. A link for an article in Cleanfax discusses the differences in more
detail if you are interested. So true on carpet. But I will admit CRB is king on tile and grout pre scrub with the blue brush. If I ever decide to buy one that will likely be the number one reason for it. Since I started doing tile and grout I've only been manually scrubbing grout lines and frankly I'm about done with that. Even on smaller jobs I find it time
consuming, tedious, and frankly a bit hard physically. I've thought about bringing in a 175 using a brush ring to prevent slinging Groutmaster all over creation, but at the same time afraid of getting too aggressive on some floors and doing damage which would be REALLY BAD for business. The only solution I can see for myself is to get a crb. Not
crazy about having to store yet another piece of equipment in my van though. I don't know what brushes would be safe for use on any type of stone for example with a 175 w/o perhaps scratching it up. Doing hard floor work sets me on edge far more than anything else I do. I'm wondering if anyone here uses a 175 with a brush regularly on tile, grout,
and stone? If so, what's the best brush or brushes to use? Is it a bad idea? I'm only referring to cleaning, not polishing. I'm not about to even attempt that w/o at least a class on it.
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